GOOGLE MEET & ZOOM: A COMPARISON
For administrators and school leaders, evaluating Google
Meet and Zoom’s current functionality provides an
opportunity to make decisions that:
Save costs by consolidating software
Reinforce security and systems management
Ensure a consistent experience for teachers and
students across a core platform.
Take a look at the many features Google Meet offers and how they stack up against Zoom.

FREE FEATURE COMPARISON
Whiteboard integration auto-saved to Drive or prepared
ahead of time to share.
Fully web-based, full feature set available in browser
without additional downloads*
Full integration with Google Workspace and Google
Classroom.
Live auto-closed-captioning in English, Spanish, French,
German, Portuguese via Google speech recognition.
Pre-meeting screen preview.
Single sign-on with unified identity under one Google
Workspace account.
Cloud storage**
Full features on Chromebooks, no need to install an app.
Access all video conferencing logs and other settings
from a single place. (Admin console).
Get a timeline of every call, when screens were shared
and how users interacted with their microphone and
cameras.
Auto enable users already on your Workspace domain
without having to create new accounts.
Emoji reactions

Coming soon

Waiting room

Coming soon

Remote control of participants device.
*Meet runs in your browser with full functionality, regardless of your operating system. Zoom needs a dedicated desktop client or mobile app for full
functionality.
**100TB included free for all Google Workspace Education Domains.

visit www.comparemeet.com to find out more

GOOGLE MEET: PREMIUM FEATURES
Education Standard: advanced security, analytics and control to safeguard against
evolving security threats
Teaching and Learning Upgrade: Enhance instructional impact with advanced video
communication, enriched classroom experiences, and tools to drive academic integrity.
Education Plus: Transform your school with a comprehensive solution incorporating
advanced security and analytics, enhanced teaching and learning tools, and more.
Beyond these premium Meet features, schools
also benefit from augmented functionality in
each edition - from plagiarism detection, to
additional storage space and cloud recording,
to advanced security and analytics tools.

Timeline of every video conference call: when screens
were shared how users interacted with their microphone
and cameras.
See user and meeting information: Which users
connected to meetings, devices used, activity during the
meeting.
Cloud recording
Cloud storage
100 TB pooled cloud
storage + 100/20
GB per license

Cloud storage space

Education Standard:
100
Education Plus /
Teaching and
Learning: 250

Maximum participants

Limited storage
space

Up to 300

Set up breakout rooms ahead of time
In-domain live streaming

Up to 100 000
participants

Extra cost for large
groups

Plagiarism detection for submitted work with student to
student comparisons.
Additional functionality with Google Classroom add-ons.
*100TB included free for all Google Workspace Education Domains. Paid features. Visit bit.ly/CompareMeet for more information on Google
Workspace for Education editions. Regional discounts available.
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